Preserving your sensitive products

our containers ensure that your products remain pure and fresh to the very last drop.

www.fluid-bag.com
FLUID-BAG for efficiency

Have you ever thought about

how to reduce product residues left in discharged containers and so avoid unnecessary product loss?

Or how to

get rid of expensive container cleaning, or just how to improve production efficiency with a better packaging concept?

We know how!
FLUID-BAG

The GMP compliant flexible IBC for liquid and semi-solid fruit preparations, bakery fillings, dairy products and other types of food and bakery products.

- The container remains sealed from filling to discharge > no risk for particle, bacteria or moisture contamination.
- Single use inner container > no costs or efforts for cleaning.
- Unrivalled discharge results (0,5% residue) > no product losses due to insufficient discharge.
- Flexible container > simplified handling and transport, reduced storage space.
FLUID-BAG is suitable for:

**External logistics:** for transportation by road, rail and sea. A wooden pallet is also available for one-way long distance transports.

**Internal logistics:** as a container for intermediate storage and for internal transports between production, store room and packaging department etc.

The containers can be irradiated to hygiene level and are produced in ISO 22000 certified facilities.
Frutarom Switzerland Ltd. – a longterm user of Fluid-Bags for shipments of fruit and vegetable preparations

Frutarom has, since 1987, been a regular user of Fluid-Bag Flexi, the one-way system.

Every year Frutarom fills, ships and discharges several thousand tonnes of products in Fluid-Bag Flexi containers. Shipments are mainly in 20 ft containers, with 20 Flexis to a container for sea freight or individual containers by truck.

Frutarom uses Fluid-Bag containers mainly for shipments of fruit and vegetable/herb preparations supplied to the fresh dairy and ice cream product manufacturers both in and outside Europe.

The major advantages are avoidance of return freight, complete discharge, safe filling and transportation and discharge of high-quality and sensitive products.
Fluid–Bag Ltd.
A Finnish company

which since the 80’s has provided 900 and 1000 litre flexible container systems, perfectly suited for sensitive and high-viscous liquids, pastes and semi-solids.

Fluid–Bag offers various IBC solutions:

**FLEXI**, based on a wooden pallet.
**MULTI**, with a multi trip galvanised steel pallet. Fluid–Bag can also be used with standard plastic pallets.

Fluid–Bag’s containers are successfully used by major international players such as Frutarom and Nestlé. They can be used to transport products such as fruit preparations, fillings, dairy products and other types of liquid and semi-solid products.